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1 Introduction

This document provides a tutorial introduction to the Monitoring Application Programming
Interface (MAPI). It aims to give first-time users an overview of the basic functionality of
MAPI for rapid development of advanced network monitoring applications.

1.1 What is MAPI?

MAPI is a highly expressiveand flexible network monitoring API which enables users to
clearly communicate their monitoring needs to the underlying traffic monitoring platform.
MAPI has been designed as part of the SCAMPI network monitoring system1. Briefly,
SCAMPI uses programmable hardware to perform computationally intensive operations,
while the middleware offers support for running multiple monitoring applications simulta-
neously, and MAPI offers a standardized API to applicationsthat is much more expressive
than existing solutions. Furthermore, MAPI can also be usedwith commodity network in-
terfaces or specialized network monitoring hardware (e.g., DAG cards2).

1.2 Why should I use MAPI?

MAPI builds on a generalized flow abstraction that allows users to tailor measurements to
their own needs. MAPI elevates network flows tofirst-class status, enabling programmers
to define and operate on flows in a flexible and efficient way. Where necessary and feasible,
MAPI also allows the user to trigger custom processing routines not only on summarized
data, but also on the packets themselves.

The expressiveness of MAPI enables the underlying monitoring system to make in-
formed decisions in choosing the most efficient implementation, while providing a coher-
ent interface on top of different lower-level elements, including intelligent switches, high-
performance network processors, and special-purpose network interface cards. Thus, be-
sides providing performance benefits, MAPI decouples the development of the monitoring
applications from the environment on top of which they will be executed. Applications are
written once, and are able to run on top of various monitoringenvironments without the
need to alter or re-compile their code.

1http://www.ist-scampi.org/
2http://www.endace.com/



2 Basic Functions

This section gives an overview of the basic MAPI function calls. For more information about
the available MAPI functions and their complete description please refer tomapi(3) and
mapi stdflib(3)man pages, also included in Appendices A and B, respectively.

2.1 Creating and Terminating Network Flows

Central to the operation of the MAPI is the action of creatinga network flow:

int mapi_create_flow(char *dev)

This call creates a network flow and returns a flow descriptorfd that refers to it, or -1 on
error. This network flow consists of all network packets which go through network device
dev. The packets of this flow can be further reduced to those whichsatisfy an appropriate
filter or other condition, as described in Section 2.2.

Besides creating a network flow, monitoring applications may also close the flow when
they are no longer interested in monitoring:

int mapi_close_flow(int fd)

After closing a flow, all the structures that have been allocated for the flow are released.
If the call fails, a value of -1 is returned.

2.2 Applying functions to Network Flows

Network flows allow users to treat packets that belong to different flows in different ways.
For example, a user may be interested inlogging all packets of a flow (e.g. to record an
intrusion attempt), or in justcountingthe packets and their lengths (e.g. to count the band-
width usage of an application), or insamplingthe packets (e.g. to find the IP addresses that
generate most of the traffic). The abstraction of the networkflow allows the user to clearly
communicate to the underlying monitoring system these different monitoring needs. To en-
able users to communicate these different requirements, MAPI enables users to associate
functions with network flows:

int mapi_apply_function(int fd, char * funct, ...)

The above association applies the functionfunct to every packet of the network flow
fd, and returns a relevant function descriptorfid. Depending on the applied function,
additional arguments may be passed. Based on the header and payload of the packet, the
function will perform some computation, and may optionallydiscard the packet.

MAPI provides severalpredefinedfunctions that cover some standard monitoring needs
through the MAPI Standard Library (stdflib). For example, applying theBPF FILTER
function with parametertcp and dst port 80 restricts the packets of the network
flow denoted by the flow descriptorfd to the TCP packets destined to port80. Other
example functions include:PKT COUNTER which counts all packets in a flow,SAMPLE
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which can be used to sample packets, etc. For a complete list of the available functions
in stdflib and their description please refer to themapi stdflib(3) man page, also
included in Appendix B.

Although these functions enable users to process packets, and compute the network
traffic metrics they are interested in without receiving thepackets in their own address space,
they must somehow communicate their results to the interested users. For example, a user
that will define that the functionPKT COUNTERwill be applied to a flow, will be interested
in reading what is the number of packets that have been counted so far. This can be achieved
by allocating a small amount of memory for a data structure that contains the results. The
functions that will be applied to the packets of the flow will write their results into this data
structure. The user who is interested in reading the resultswill read the data structure using:

mapi_results_t * mapi_read_results(int fd, int fid)

The above call receives the results computed by the functiondenoted by the function
descriptorfid, which has been applied to the network flowfd. It returns a pointer to the
memory where the result’s data structure is stored.

typedef struct mapi_results {
void* res; //Pointer to function specific result data
unsigned long long ts; //timestamp
int size; //size of the result

} mapi_results_t;

The res field of this data structure is a pointer to the actual result. It also provides a
64-bit timestamp for the results, that is the number of microseconds since 00:00:00 UTC,
January 1, 1970 (the number of seconds is the upper 32 bits). It refers to the time when the
MAPI stub received the result from mapid. The memory for the results of each function is
allocated from the stub once, during the instantiation of the flow.

2.3 Reading packets from a flow

Once a flow is established, the user will probably want to readpackets from the flow. Packets
can be read one-at-a-time using the followingblockingcall:

struct mapipkt * mapi_get_next_pkt(int fd, int fid)

which reads the next packet that belongs to flowfd. In order to read packets, the
function TO BUFFER (which returns the relevantfid parameter) must have previously
been applied to the flow. If the user does not want to read one packet at-a-time and possibly
block, (s)he may register a callback function that will be called when a packet to the specific
flow is available:

int mapi_loop(int fd, int fid, int cnt, mapi_handler callback)

The above call makes sure that the handlercallback will be invoked for each of the
nextcnt packets that will arrive in the flowfd.
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3 Distributed Monitoring (DiMAPI)

The MAPI also offers capabilities for distributed passive network monitoring, using many
remote and distributed monitoring sensors. This is achieved through an extension of the
basic MAPI functionallity that we call DiMAPI. We describe in this section the basic func-
tionality that DiMAPI offers to users in order to develop advanced distrbuted network mon-
itoring applications.

3.1 What is DiMAPI?

DiMAPI is an Application Programming Interface for Distributed Network Monitoring that
provides to users the same framework as MAPI. It enhances MAPI with the functional-
ity of remote and distributed network monitoring. DiMAPI has been designed as part of
the LOBSTER network monitoring system3. The applications that use DiMAPI can easily
communicate with many remote monitoring sensors, properlyconfigure them and retrieve
results from every one.

3.2 When should I use DiMAPI?

DiMAPI offers the expressive and flexible framework that MAPI provides for applications
that need to run remotely or use more than one monitoring sensors. All the applications that
till now run locally (in the same computer where the monitoring interface is located), can
also run remotely (the monitoring interface belongs to a remote host) in exactly the same
way by using DiMAPI. Also, DiMAPI can be used for the development of applications that
communicate with many distributed monitoring sensors, by using the notion of network
scope.

3.3 Writing applications using DiMAPI

Writing applications using DiMAPI is done in exactly the same way as using MAPI. Firstly,
usingmapi createflowyou can create network flows described from the flow descriptor that
is returned.mapi createflow takes as argument the network scope that consists of all the
monitoring sensors we want, including the monitoring interface for each one, e.g.

mapi_create_flow("host1:eth0, host1:eth1, host2:/dev/dag, host3:eth0");

For every network flow, you can apply the function you want using themapi apply function.
This function will be applied to all the remote monitoring sensors defined at the network
scope. Before getting the results, themapi connectfunction have to be called. To get
results from the remote sensors, themapi read resultsfunction is used for the corresponding
function that have been applied in exactly the same way as in local MAPI.

While in MAPI themapi read resultsfunction returns a single instance of mapiresultst
struct, in DiMAPI it returns a vector of mapiresultst structs, one for every remote moni-
toring sensor (int the same order that these sensors had beendeclared inmapi createflow.
We remind thatmapi read resultsreturns the following data structure:

3http://www.ist-lobster.org/
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typedef struct mapi_results {
void* res; //Pointer to function specific result data
unsigned long long ts; //timestamp
int size; //size of the result

} mapi_results_t;

For flows associated with remote interfaces, the timestamp that is returned bymapi read results
refers to the time when mapicommd received the result from its associated local mapid. ma-
piommd then just forwards this timestamp to the MAPI stub of the remote application. This
avoids any interference with the network RTT. The necessarymemory for these structs has
been allocated, once per every function applied.

In order to know the number of the remote monitoring hosts that our network scope
consists of, and so the number of the mapiresultst instances thatmapi read resultswill
return, we use themapi get scopesizefunction.

int mapi_get_scope_size(int fd)

This function takes as a single argument the flow descriptor and returns the number of
the corresponding monitoring sensors. In case of a local MAPI application, it returns 1. In
this way we provide full compatibility between MAPI and DiMAPI applications.

The other MAPI function that returns data from the monitoring sensors is themapi get next pkt
function. In DiMAPI, themapi get next pkt returns packets from the monitoring sensors in
a round-robin way, if it is possible. Finally, in order to terminate, cleanup and close a net-
work flow themapi closeflow fucntion is used.

4 Installation

MAPI is available fromhttp://mapi.uninett.noas a source code distribution. Cur-
rently MAPI has been tested with the Linux OS and supports thefollowing monitoring in-
terfaces:

• Commodity Ethernet NICs

• Endace DAG cards

It is recommended to download the latest public source code release. You can also
checkout the latest development version from the subversion repository using the following
command:

svn co --username public --password public \
https://svn.testnett.uninett.no/mapi/trunk
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4.1 Software Compilation

After you have unpacked the sources, you first need to configure the distribution using the
suppliedconfigure script.4 The following configure options are available for enabling
support for optional features:

--enable-dimapi Support for remote and distributed monitor-
ing (cf. Section 3)

--enable-dag Support for Endace DAG packet capture cards

MAPI function libraries

--enable-trackflib Build the traffic characterization library

--enable-anonflib Build the traffic anonymization library

--enable-ipfixflib Build the NetFlow export library

--enable-extraflib Build the Extra MAPI function library

Miscellaneous options

--enable-funcstats Enable function statistics. This option enables
packet counters for each applied function

Follow these steps to compile and install the software:

./configure
make
make install

The default installation prefix is/usr/localand can be changed with the--prefix
configure parameter. All files are installed in appropriate directories under the prefix path.
For example, binaries are installed in<prefix>/sbin.

4.1.1 Library path

Thelibmapi library is installed by default into/usr/local/lib. Some Linux dis-
tributions do not scan this directory as part of the default library path, so this can cause
problems to programs linked with the shared version oflibmapi.

To resolve this issue, you can add/usr/local/lib to the default system library
path by adding the line/usr/local/lib into /etc/ld.so.conf. After saving it,
runldconfig to update the system library cache.

Another possible option, however not recommended, is to setthe environment variable
LD LIBRARY PATH as follows:

4In case you have checked out the sources from the subversion repository, you need to first run the supplied
bootstrap.sh script in order to create the generated autoconf files. It requires the latest versions of the
autoconf, automake, andlibtool tools.
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LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/local/lib

4.2 Monitoring Sensor Configuration

In order to setup a monitoring sensor, the MAPI daemon (mapid) has to be configured and
run to the monitoring machine.mapid is configured via themapi.confconfiguration file,
located in the installation directory (usually/usr/local/etc/mapi/mapi.conf). In this file we
can configure the network interfaces that can providemapid with network packets, their
corresponding MAPI drivers, the MAPI function libraries that we want to support in this
mapid, the libraries and drivers path and other. A typical exampleof this file is given below:

libpath=/usr/local/share/mapi
drvpath=/usr/local/share/mapi

libs=stdflib.so:extraflib.so

debug=2
dimapi_port=2233

[driver]
device=eth0
driver=mapinicdrv.so

[driver]
device=eth1
driver=mapinicdrv.so

[driver]
device=lo
driver=mapinicdrv.so
description=This is a driver for local capture

[format]
format=MFF_PCAP
driver=mapinicdrv.so
description=Offline pcap-capture

For DiMAPI, the MAPI communication daemon (mapicommd) must also run to the
monitoring machine.mapicommdis responsible for accepting requests for all the MAPI
calls from remote hosts, forward them to the localmapidand return the answers and results
from the localmapidback to the remote application.mapicommduses TCP sockets with
SSL encryption for the communication. The port number thatmapicommduses to listen for
incoming connections is defined inmapi.conflocated in the installation directory.

4.3 Compiling new MAPI applications

Any user is able to write its own MAPI applications and programs, using the basic functions
described above and the several function libraries that is also provided. In order to compile
a MAPI program, the flag-lmapi should be used. For example:

gcc my_mapi_program.c -o my_mapi_program -lmapi
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5 Examples

The following sections present some example programs that introduce the concept of the
network flow as defined in MAPI, and demonstrate the ease of programming simple appli-
cations that perform complex monitoring operations using MAPI.

5.1 Getting Started: Simple Packet Count

This first simple program demonstrates the basic steps that must be taken in order to create
and use a network flow. In this example, a network flow is used for counting the number of
packets destined to a web server in a time period of 10 seconds.

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <stdlib.h>
3 #include <unistd.h>
4 #include <mapi.h>
5

6 int main() {
7

8 int fd, fid;
9 mapi_results_t *result;

10

11 /* create a flow using the eth0 interface */
12 fd = mapi_create_flow("eth0");
13 if (fd < 0) {
14 printf("Could not create flow\n");
15 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
16 }
17

18 /* keep only the packets directed to the web server */
19 mapi_apply_function(fd, "BPF_FILTER", "tcp and dst port 80");
20

21 /* and just count them */
22 fid = mapi_apply_function(fd, "PKT_COUNTER");
23

24 /* connect to the flow */
25 if(mapi_connect(fd) < 0) {
26 printf("Could not connect to flow %d\n", fd);
27 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
28 }
29

30 sleep(10);
31

32 /* read the results of the applied PKT_COUNTER function */
33 result = (mapi_results_t *)mapi_read_results(fd, fid);
34 printf("pkts: %llu\n", *((unsigned long long*)result->res) );
35

36 mapi_close_flow(fd);
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37 return 0;
38 }

The flow of the code is as follows: We begin by creating a network flow (line 12) that
will receive the packets we are interested in. We specify that we are going to use theeth0
network interface for monitoring the traffic. For a different monitoring adapter we would
use something like/dev/scampi/0 for a Scampi adapter, or/dev/dag0 for a DAG
card, depending on the configuration. We store the returned flow descriptor in the variable
fd for future reference to the flow.

In the next step we restrict the packets of the newly created flow to those destined to
our web server by applying the functionBPF FILTER (line 19) using the filtertcp and
dst port 80. The filtering expression is written using thetcpdump(8) syntax. Since
we are interested in just counting the packets, we also applythePKT COUNTER function
(line 22). In order to later read the results of that function, we store the returned function
descriptor infid.

The final step is to start the operation of the network flow by connecting to it (line 25).
The call tomapi connect()actually activates the flow inside the MAPI daemon (mapid),
which then starts processing the monitored traffic according to the specifications of the flow.
In our case, it just keeps a count of the packets that match thefiltering condition.

After 10 seconds, we read the packet count by passing the relevant flow descriptorfd
and function descriptorfid to mapi read results() (line 33). Our work is done, so
we close the network flow in order to free the resources allocated inmapid (line 36).

5.2 Link Utilization

Our next example presents an application that periodicallyreports the utilization of a net-
work link. It uses two network flows to separate the incoming from the outgoing traffic, and
demonstrates how to retrieve the results of an applied function by reference.

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <stdlib.h>
3 #include <unistd.h>
4 #include <signal.h>
5 #include <mapi.h>
6

7 static void terminate();
8 int in_fd, out_fd;
9

10 int main() {
11

12 int in_fid, out_fid;
13 mapi_results_t *result1, *result2;
14 unsigned long long *in_cnt, *out_cnt;
15 unsigned long long in_prev=0, out_prev=0;
16

17 signal(SIGINT, terminate);
18 signal(SIGQUIT, terminate);
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19 signal(SIGTERM, terminate);
20

21 /* create two flows, one for each traffic direction */
22 in_fd = mapi_create_flow("eth0");
23 out_fd = mapi_create_flow("eth0");
24 if ((in_fd < 0) || (out_fd < 0)) {
25 printf("Could not create flow\n");
26 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
27 }
28

29 /* separate incoming from outgoing packets */
30 mapi_apply_function(in_fd, "BPF_FILTER",
31 "dst host 139.91.145.84");
32 mapi_apply_function(out_fd, "BPF_FILTER",
33 "src host 139.91.145.84");
34

35 /* count the bytes of each flow */
36 in_fid = mapi_apply_function(in_fd, "BYTE_COUNTER");
37 out_fid = mapi_apply_function(out_fd, "BYTE_COUNTER");
38

39 /* connect to the flows */
40 if(mapi_connect(in_fd) < 0) {
41 printf("Could not connect to flow %d\n", in_fd);
42 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
43 }
44 if(mapi_connect(out_fd) < 0) {
45 printf("Could not connect to flow %d\n", out_fd);
46 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
47 }
48

49 while(1) { /* forever, report the load */
50

51 sleep(1);
52

53 result1 = mapi_read_results(
54 in_fd, in_fid);
55 result2 = mapi_read_results(
56 out_fd, out_fid);
57 in_cnt = result1->res;
58 out_cnt = result2->res;
59

60 printf("incoming: %.2f Mbit/s (%llu bytes)\n",
61 (*in_cnt-in_prev)*8/1000000.0, (*in_cnt-in_prev));
62 printf("outgoing: %.2f Mbit/s (%llu bytes)\n\n",
63 (*out_cnt-out_prev)*8/1000000.0, (*out_cnt-out_prev));
64

65 in_prev = *in_cnt;
66 out_prev = *out_cnt;
67 }
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68

69 return 0;
70 }
71

72 void terminate() {
73 mapi_close_flow(in_fd);
74 mapi_close_flow(out_fd);
75 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
76 }

The basic initial steps are similar to those in the previous example, with the main differ-
ence of manipulating two network flows instead of one. We begin by creating two network
flows with flow descriptorsin fd andout fd (lines 22 and 23) for the incoming and
outgoing traffic, respectively, and then we apply the filtersthat will differentiate the traffic
captured by each flow (lines 30– 33). In our case, we monitor the link that connects the host
139.91.145.84 to the Internet. All incoming packets will then have 139.91.145.84 as desti-
nation address, while all outgoing packets will have this IPas source address. In case that
we would monitor a link that connects a whole subnet to the Internet, the host in the filtering
conditions should be replaced by that subnet. For instance,for the subnet 139.91/16, we
would define the filterdst net 139.91.0.0 for the incoming traffic.

Since we are interested in counting the amount of traffic passing through the monitored
link, we apply theBYTE COUNTER function to both flows (lines 36 and 37), and save the
relevant function descriptors inin fid andout fid for future reference.

After activating the flows (lines 40–47), we enter the main program loop, which pe-
riodically calls themapi read results() for each flow (lines 53–56) and prints the
incoming and outgoing traffic in Mbit/s, and the number of bytes seen in each one second
interval (lines 60–63). In each iteration, the current value of eachBYTE COUNTER function
result is retrieved by dereferencingin cnt andout cnt.

In order to ensure a graceful termination of the program, we have initially registered
the signalsSIGINT, SIGTERM, andSIGQUIT with the functionterminate() (lines
16–18), which closes the two flows and terminates the process.

5.3 Worm Detection

This example demonstrates how MAPI can be used for the detection of an Internet worm—
a rather complicated task that requires deep packet inspection. The simplified application
presented here constantly inspects the monitored traffic and prints any packets that match
thesignatureof the Slapper worm.

A signature describes an intrusion threat by matching characteristic parts of the attack
packet(s) against the packets of the traffic stream. Such signatures are commonly used
in Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDSes), which constantly examine the network
traffic and determine whether any signatures indicating intrusion attempts are matched. For
example, a packet directed to port 80 that contains the string /bin/perl.exe is probably
an indication of a malicious user attacking a web server. This attack can be detected by a
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signature which checks the destination port number of each captured packet, and defines a
string search for/bin/perl.exe in the packet payload.

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <stdlib.h>
3 #include <unistd.h>
4 #include <signal.h>
5 #include <net/ethernet.h>
6 #include <netinet/ip.h>
7 /* inet_ntoa() */
8 #include <sys/socket.h>
9 #include <netinet/in.h>

10 #include <arpa/inet.h>
11

12 #include <mapi.h>
13

14 static void terminate();
15 void print_IP_pkt(struct mapipkt *pkt);
16

17 int fd;
18

19 int main() {
20

21 int fid;
22 struct mapipkt *pkt;
23

24 signal(SIGINT, terminate);
25 signal(SIGQUIT, terminate);
26 signal(SIGTERM, terminate);
27

28 /* create a flow using the eth0 interface */
29 fd = mapi_create_flow("eth0");
30 if (fd < 0) {
31 printf("Could not create flow\n");
32 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
33 }
34

35 /* the bpf part of the signature */
36 mapi_apply_function(fd, "BPF_FILTER",
37 "udp and src port 2002 and dst net 139.91.23 and dst port 80");
38

39 /* the content search part of the signature */
40 mapi_apply_function(fd, "STR_SEARCH",
41 "|00 00|E|00 00|E|00 00|@|00|", 0, 100);
42

43 /* must use TO_BUFFER in order to read full packet records */
44 fid = mapi_apply_function(fd, "TO_BUFFER");
45

46 /* connect to the flow */
47 if(mapi_connect(fd) < 0) {
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48 printf("Could not connect to flow %d\n", fd);
49 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
50 }
51

52 while(1) { /* forever, wait for matching packets */
53

54 pkt = mapi_get_next_pkt(fd, fid);
55 printf("\nSlapper worm packet!\n");
56 print_IP_pkt(pkt);
57 }
58

59 return 0;
60 }
61

62 void terminate() {
63 mapi_close_flow(fd);
64 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
65 }

In the same fashion as with the previous examples, the program starts by creating a
network flow using theeth0 network interface (line 29). We then configure the network
flow according to the worm signature (lines 36–41). For the identification of the Slapper
worm, we use the following signature taken from the default ruleset of the popular Snort
Intrusion Detection System5:

alert udp $EXTERNAL_NET 2002 -> $HTTP_SERVERS $HTTP_PORTS
(msg:"MISC slapper worm admin traffic";
content:"|00 00|E|00 00|E|00 00|@|00|"; depth:100;
reference:url,isc.incidents.org/analysis.html?id=167;
reference:url,www.cert.org/advisories/CA-2002-27.html;
classtype:trojan-activity; sid:1889; rev:5;)

We presume that$EXTERNAL NET is set toany IP address,$HTTP SERVERS is set
to the subnet 139.91.23, and$HTTP PORTS is set to 80. Given these assumptions, packets
that match this signature can also be returned by a network flow, after the application of the
appropriate MAPI functions, as follows:

• the condition$EXTERNAL NET 2002 -> $HTTP SERVERS $HTTP PORTS is
fulfilled by applying theBPF FILTER function with the filterudp and src port
2002 and dst net 139.91.23 and dst port 80 (line 36).

• the content search conditioncontent:"|00 00|E|00 00|E|00 00|@|00|";
depth:100; is fulfilled by applying theSTR SEARCH function with the same
content anddepth parameters, and0 for theoffset parameter (line 40).

In order to print specific information about each attack packet, we have to receive the full
records of the matching packets to the address space of the application. This is accomplished

5http://www.snort.org/
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by applying the functionTO BUFFER (line 43), which instructsmapid to store the packets
that match the conditions of the flow into a shared memory segment. The application can
then retrieve the stored records usingmapi get next pkt().

In the main execution loop, the application blocks intomapi get next pkt() (line
54) until a matching packet is available. When such a packet is captured, the application
prints its source and destination MAC and IP addresses by calling print IP pkt(). The
listing of theprint IP pkt() function is included in Appendix F. Since the application
has access to the full packet record,print IP pkt() can be altered as needed to print
any other part of the packet, even the whole packet payload.

5.4 Authentication and Authorization in DiMAPI

This example illustrates the authentication and authorization mechanism implemented in
DiMAPI. In most cases, administrators of sensors may not want users to have full access to
the monitoring system for privacy and performance reasons.As far as privacy is concerned,
an administrator may not be willing to provide full packets to users, but only anonymized
packets, in a way he sees fit. To improve the scalability of this, users are supposed to belong
in Virtual Organizations, and the aforementioned policiesapply to VOs alone.

The administrator of each sensor can create a file that specifies the anonymization pol-
icy that will be applied to the flows that a user creates. The file can be specified in the
/src/vod/vod.conf configuration file, in the following way:

[files]
policiesfile=/etc/dimapi_policies.conf

An example of such a policy is the following:

[VO]
ANONYMIZE=TCP:PAYLOAD:STRIP:0
ANONYMIZE=IP:SRC_IP:RANDOM
ANONYMIZE=IP:CHECKSUM:CHECKSUM_ADJUST

#[VO]
#FUNCTION=PROTOCOL:FIELD:ANONYMIZATION_FUNCTION:OPTIONAL_ARGUMENT

Policies in general specify that the administrator of the sensor, permit the Virtual Orga-
nizations identified in theVO field to receive packets from the network flows they create that
are anonymized according to the policy he has set. In this policy, the conditions restrict the
members of VO to receive packets with no TCP payload, randomized source IP addresses,
and fixed checksum field.

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <signal.h>
3 #include <stdlib.h>
4 #include <unistd.h>
5 #include <mapi.h>
6
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7 static int fd;
8

9 static void die(int d);
10

11 int main(int argc,char **argv)
12 {
13 int counter, loop = 10, connect_status;
14 mapi_results_t *dres;
15

16 signal(SIGINT,die);
17 signal(SIGTERM,die);
18 signal(SIGQUIT,die);
19

20 /* create a flow using the eth0 interface */
21 fd = mapi_create_flow("localhost:eth0");
22 if (fd <0)
23 {
24 printf("Could not create flow\n");
25 }
26

27 /* apply a packet counter */
28 counter = mapi_apply_function(fd,"PKT_COUNTER");
29

30 /* authenticate the user creating the flow */
31 if ( mapi_authenticate(fd, "John","Doe","VO_Of_Unknown_Members") != 0 )
32 {
33 printf("Authentication failed\n");
34 die(0);
35 }
36

37 /* connect to the flow */
38 connect_status = mapi_connect(fd);
39 if(connect_status < 0)
40 {
41 printf("mapi_connect has failed.\n");
42 die(0);
43 }
44

45 while( loop-- ) //count the packets
46 {
47 sleep(1);
48 dres = mapi_read_results(fd,counter);
49 if(dres)
50 printf("PKTS=%llu\n",*((unsigned long long*)dres->res) );
51 else
52 printf("mapi_read_results failed!\n");
53 }
54

55 die(0);
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56 return 0;
57 }
58

59 static void die(int d)
60 {
61 mapi_close_flow(fd);
62 exit(0);
63 }
64

65

The user creates a flow (line 21) and then applies the packet counter function (line 28).
He then proceeds to authenticate himself as the creator of the flow. This is done with the
mapi authenticate function (line 31). The user is verified to belong in the VO spec-
ified, and then the password is checked for matching. When theuser connect to the flow
(line 38), the mapi daemon further checks if the flow is authenticated If it does not, an error
is returned to the user. For this example, the DiMAPI supportis needed, so MAPI should be
configured with the–enable-dimapiconfiguration option.

5.5 Using DiMAPI

This is a simple application that demonstrates the use of DiMAPI for distributed network
monitoring. In this example we just count all the web packetsin every monitoring sensor.

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <stdlib.h>
3 #include <signal.h>
4 #include <unistd.h>
5 #include <mapi.h>
6

7 static void terminate();
8 int fd;
9

10 int main() {
11

12 int fid;
13 mapi_results_t *dres;
14 unsigned long long *count, total_count=0;
15 int i, loop;
16 int number_of_sensors;
17

18 signal(SIGINT, terminate);
19 signal(SIGQUIT, terminate);
20 signal(SIGTERM, terminate);
21

22 /* create a flow using a scope of three monitoring sensors */
23 fd = mapi_create_flow("sensor.uninett.no:/dev/dag0,
24 mon1.ics.forth.gr:eth0, 123.45.6.7:eth2");
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25 if (fd < 0) {
26 printf("Could not create flow\n");
27 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
28 }
29

30 /* keep only the web packets */
31 if (mapi_apply_function(fd, "BPF_FILTER", "tcp and port 80") < 0) {
32 printf("Could not apply BPF_FILTER function\n");
33 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
34 }
35

36 /* count them in every monitoring sensor */
37 fid = mapi_apply_function(fd, "PKT_COUNTER");
38 if (fid < 0) {
39 printf("Could not apply PKT_COUNTER function\n");
40 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
41 }
42

43 /* connect to the flow */
44 if(mapi_connect(fd) < 0) {
45 printf("Could not connect to flow %d\n", fd);
46 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
47 }
48

49 /* get the number of the monitoring sensors */
50 number_of_sensors = mapi_get_scope_size(fd);
51

52 /* read the results of the applied PKT_COUNTER function from all
53 hosts every 1 sec */
54 while(loop--){
55 sleep(1);
56

57 dres = mapi_read_results(fd, fid);
58

59 for (i=0; i<number_of_sensors; i++) {
60 count = (unsigned long long*) dres[i].res;
61 printf("web pkts in host %d: %llu\n",i, *count);
62 total_count += *count;
63 }
64 printf("Total web packets: %llu\n",total_count);
65 }
66

67 return 0;
68 }
69

70 void terminate() {
71 mapi_close_flow(fd);
72 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
73 }
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We create a network flow with a scope of three monitoring sensors (line 23). Then we
apply to this network flow the functionsBPF FILTERandPKT COUNTER. These functions
will be applied in all monitoring sensors we declared. Then we connect to this flow and start
receiving results fromPKT COUNTERevery one second. Themapi read resultsfunction
returns amapi resultst element. Themapi get scopesize function gives up the number
of the monitoring hosts that should give results, onemapi resultst instance (in a table)
per every monitoring sensor (in our example this will be equal to three). The actual result
of the PKR COUNTERfunction for the monitoring sensori is retrieved fromdres[i].res
field. Finally, we close the network flow in order to free all the resources allocated in every
monitoring sensor. For this example, MAPI should be configured with the–enable-dimapi
configuration option for DiMAPI support.

5.6 Using Anonymization

This is a simple application that shows some basic anonymization features of MAPI.

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <mapi.h>
3 #include <stdlib.h>
4 #include <unistd.h>
5 #include <net/ethernet.h>
6 #include <netinet/ip.h>
7 #include <sys/socket.h>
8 #include <netinet/in.h>
9 #include <arpa/inet.h>

10

11 void print_IP_pkt(struct mapipkt *rec);
12

13 int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
14

15 int fd;
16 int fid;
17 int connect_status;
18 struct mapipkt *pkt;
19

20 fd=mapi_create_flow("eth0");
21 if(fd==-1) {
22 printf("Flow cannot be created. Exiting..\n");
23 exit(-1);
24 }
25

26 //Anonymization of TCP packets
27

28 mapi_apply_function(fd,"BPF_FILTER","tcp");
29

30 //map IP addresses to sequential integers (1-to-1 mapping)
31 mapi_apply_function(fd,"ANONYMIZE", "IP,SRC_IP,MAP");
32 mapi_apply_function(fd,"ANONYMIZE", "IP,DST_IP,MAP");
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33

34 //replace with zero, tcp and ip options
35 mapi_apply_function(fd,"ANONYMIZE", "IP,OPTIONS,ZERO");
36 mapi_apply_function(fd,"ANONYMIZE", "TCP,TCP_OPTIONS,ZERO");
37

38 //remove payload
39 mapi_apply_function(fd,"ANONYMIZE", "TCP,PAYLOAD,STRIP,0");
40 //checksum fix in IP fixes checksums in TCP and UDP as well
41 mapi_apply_function(fd,"ANONYMIZE", "IP,CHECKSUM,CHECKSUM_ADJUST");
42 fid = mapi_apply_function(fd, "TO_BUFFER");
43

44 /* connect to the flow */
45 connect_status = mapi_connect(fd);
46 if(connect_status < 0) {
47 printf("Connect failed");
48 exit(0);
49 }
50

51 while(1) { /* forever, wait for matching packets */
52

53 pkt = mapi_get_next_pkt(fd, fid);
54 printf("\nAnonymized tcp packet captured!\n");
55 print_IP_pkt(pkt);
56 }
57

58 return 0;
59 }

In the above example, we create a network flow that captures only tcp packets. Then
we apply anonymization on IP addresses, TCP/IP options, TCPpayload and finally we
fix TCP/IP checksums. A complete list of protocols and anonymization functions sup-
ported is provided in theanonflib man page, included in Appendix E. The listing of
theprint IP pkt() function is included in Appendix F. For this example, theanonflib
library should be used. So, MAPI should be configured with–enable-anonflib.
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A MAPI man page

MAPI(3) MAPI(3)

NAME
MAPI - Monitoring Application Programming Interface

SYNOPSIS
#include <mapi.h>

int mapi_create_flow(char *dev);
int mapi_create_offline_flow(char *path, int format);
char* mapi_create_offline_device(const char *path",int format );
int mapi_start_offline_device(const char *dev);
int mapi_delete_offline_device(char *dev);
int mapi_close_flow(int fd);
int mapi_authenticate(int fd, char* username, char* password, char*
vo);
int mapi_apply_function(int fd, char* funct, ...);
int mapi_connect(int fd);
struct mapipkt * mapi_get_next_pkt(int fd, int fid);
int mapi_loop(int fd, int fid, int cnt, mapi_handler);
mapi_results_t * mapi_read_results(int fd, int fid);
int mapi_read_error(int *err_no, char *err_str);
int mapi_load_library(char *library);
int mapi_unload_library(char *library);
int mapi_get_flow_info(int fd, mapi_flow_info_t *info);
int mapi_get_next_flow_info(int fd, mapi_flow_info_t *info);
int mapi_get_function_info(int fd, int fid, mapi_function_info_t

*info);
int mapi_get_next_function_info(int fd, int fid, mapi_function_info_t

*info);
int mapi_get_scope_size(int fd);

DESCRIPTION
MAPI builds on the simple and powerful abstraction of the network flow.
In MAPI, a network flow is generally defined as a sequence of packets
that satisfy a given set of conditions. In contrast with existing mod-
els, MAPI gives the network flow a first class status: flows are named
entities, and users may create or destroy flows, read, sample or count
packets of a flow, apply functions to flows, and retrieve other traffic
statistics from a flow. Furthermore, MAPI allows the correlation of a
network flow with a set of remote and distributed monitoring sensors.
This page provides a description of the main operations provided by
MAPI. For information regarding the functions that can be applied to
network flows please refer to the mapi_stdlib(3) page.

ROUTINES
int mapi_create_flow(char *dev);
mapi_create_flow() is used to create a new network flow. The flow con-
sists of all packets that arrive in the device dev. Instead of using a
local device, a set of remote monitoring sensors can also be defined.
In that case, the argument should contain the hostname (or IP address)
and the monitoring interface of every monitoring sensor using the for-
mat "host1:dev1, host2:dev2, host3:dev3". Upon successful creation, it
returns a unique flow descriptor for the newly created flow, otherwise
returns -1.

int mapi_create_offline_flow(char *path, int format);
mapi_create_offline_flow() is used to read packets from a trace file.
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It creates a new network flow consisting of all packets that are con-
tained in the trace. path specifies the name of the trace file to
open. The format of the captured packets is specified by the format
parameter:

MFF_PCAP
tcpdump(8) - libpcap format

MFF_DAG_ERF
ERF Type 2 Ethernet Variable Length Record format used by the
DAG card family

Upon successful creation, mapi_create_offline_flow() returns a unique
flow descriptor for the newly created flow, or -1 if there is an error.

char* mapi_create_offline_device(const char *path",int format );
mapi_create_offline_device() is used to create a device that reads
packets from a trace file. It creates a new network flow that consists
of the packets from the trace file. It returns the device name that
should be used in mapi_start_offline_device. path specifies the name
of the trace file to open. The format of the captured packets is spec-
ified by the format parameter:

MFF_PCAP
tcpdump(8) - libpcap format

MFF_DAG_ERF
ERF Type 2 Ethernet Variable Length Record format used by the
DAG card family

In case of errors, it returns NULL.

int mapi_start_offline_device(const char *dev);
mapi_start_offline_device starts reading packets from the trace file
that has been opened through mapi_create_offline_device(). dev is the
device name that corresponds to the tracefile, and has been returned
from mapi_create_offline_device. Upon success, it returns 0. Other-
wise, in error cases, it returns -1.

int mapi_delete_offline_device(char *dev);
Deletes the device that reads packets from a trace file and has been
opened through mapi_create_offline_device(). dev is the device name
that corresponds to the tracefile, and has been returned from mapi_cre-
ate_offline_device. Upon success, it returns 0. Otherwise, in error
cases, it returns -1.

int mapi_close_flow(int fd);
mapi_close_flow() is used to close the network flow denoted by the flow
descriptor fd. Upon successful operation, it returns 0, otherwise -1.

int mapi_authenticate(int fd, char* username, char* password, char*
vo);
mapi_authenticate() is used to authenticate a user with the user name
username with the specified password, under the Virtual Organization
vo. Returns 0 on success, or otherwise -1.

int mapi_apply_function(int fd, char* funct, ...);
mapi_apply_function() applies the predefined function funct to all
packets of the network flow denoted by the flow descriptor fd. Depend-
ing on the applied function, additional arguments may be passed. For
information regarding the available functions please refer to the
mapi_stdlib(3) page. Upon success it returns 0, otherwise -1.
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int mapi_connect(int fd);
mapi_connect() is used to connect to the flow denoted by the flow
descriptor fd and start receiving information. The call may fail
depending on the requestor’s priviledges and requirements. Upon suc-
cess, it returns 0. In case of authorization error, it returns -1, oth-
erwise -2.

struct mapipkt * mapi_get_next_pkt(int fd, int fid);
mapi_get_next_packet() returns a pointer to the next available packet
for the flow denoted by fd. If no such packet exists, the call blocks
until such a packet is received. In order to receive packets, the
function TO_BUFFER must have been previously applied to the flow, and
the corresponding identifier fid (returned by mapi_apply_function())
must be passed to mapi_get_next_packet(). The information and acutaul
data of every packet is saved in struct mapipkt that is defined in
mapi.h:

struct mapipkt {
unsigned long long ts; //NTP 64-bit timestamp of packet as defined in RFC 1305
unsigned short ifindex; //Interface index
unsigned caplen; //Number of bytes from the packet that were captured
unsigned wlen; //Wire length. Real lenght of packet as seen on network
unsigned char pkt; //Pointer to the IP packet

};

In case that an error is occured, it returns NULL.

int mapi_loop(int fd, int fid, int cnt, mapi_handler callback);
mapi_loop() invokes the handler callback after it has received a packet
of the flow denoted by fd. The callback function is invoked for the
next cnt packets of the flow. If cnt is -1, callback is invoked for all
future packets of the flow. The function TO_BUFFER must have been pre-
viously applied to the flow, and the corresponding identifier fid
(returned by mapi_apply_function()) must be passed to mapi_loop(). In
case of success it returns 0, otherwise -1.

mapi_results_t * mapi_read_results(int fd, int fid);
mapi_read_results() receives the results of the function denoted by fid
that has been applied to the flow fd. mapi_read_results() returns a
pointer to a mapi_results_t struct, which is specified in mapi.h:

typedef struct mapi_results {
void* res; //actual result
unsigned long long ts; //timestamp
int size; //result size

} mapi_results_t;

In case that the flow has a scope of more than one monitoring sensors,
mapi_read_results() returns a vector of mapi_results_t structs that
contains the result of each sensor. The memory for the results of each
function is allocated from the stub once, during the instantiation of
the flow.

The timestamp ts is the number of microseconds since 00:00:00 UTC, Jan-
uary 1, 1970 (the number of seconds is the upper 32 bits). For flows
associated with a local interface, it refers to the time when the MAPI
stub (i.e., the user application) received the result from mapid. For
flows associated with remote interfaces, it refers to the time when
mapicommd received the result from its associated local mapid. Mapi-
commd then just forwards this timestamp to the MAPI stub of the remote
application. This avoids any interference with the network RTT. In
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case of error, mapi_read-results() returns NULL.

int mapi_read_error(int *err_no, char *err_str);
mapi_read_error() is used in order to read the description of the last
error-code set by MAPI daemon or MAPI. mapi_read_error() fills err_str
with the description of the error denoted by err_no. Memory for both
arguments must have been previously allocated. err_str needs 512 bytes
(maximum). All the MAPI error codes and their description can be found
in the errors.mapi file. Upon success it returns 0, otherwise -1.

int mapi_load_library(char *lib);
mapi_load_library() is used to inform the MAPI daemon for the new
library lib (e.g. "newlib.so"). The new library will be searched out in
the path given from mapi.conf file. Upon successful operation it
returns 0, otherwise -1.

int mapi_unload_library(char *lib);
mapi_unload_library() is used to unload the library lib. Upon success-
ful operation it returns 0, otherwise -1.

int mapi_get_flow_info(int fd, mapi_flow_info_t *info);
mapi_get_flow_info() fills the structure info with information regard-
ing the flow fd. The info argument is a mapi_flow_info_t struct as
specified in mapi.h:

typedef struct mapi_flow_info {
uid_t uid; /* UID of user running the flow */
int fd; /* flow descriptor */
char device[MAPI_STR_LENGTH]; /* name of device used by the flow */
unsigned num_functions; /* number of applied functions */
time_t start; /* start of flow */
time_t end; /* end of flow */
enum mapi_flow_status status; /* status of flow */

} mapi_flow_info_t;

Enough memory for the data must have been previously allocated.

int mapi_get_next_flow_info(int fd, mapi_flow_info_t *info);
mapi_get_next_flow_info() fills the structure info with information
regarding the consecutive flow with a flow descriptor greater than fd.
Enough memory for the data must have been previously allocated.

int mapi_get_function_info(int fd, int fid, mapi_function_info_t

*info);
mapi_get_function_info() fills the structure info with information
regarding the function denoted by fid, which has been applied to the
network flow denoted by fd. The info argument is a mapi_func-
tion_info_t struct as specified in mapi.h:

typedef struct mapi_function_info {
int fid; /* function ID */
char name[MAPI_STR_LENGTH]; /* function name */
char libname[MAPI_STR_LENGTH]; /* the library of the function */
char devtype[MAPI_STR_LENGTH]; /* compatible device type */
unsigned long long pkts; /* number of processed packets */
unsigned long long passed_pkts; /* packets that have passed by */
int result_size; /* size of the function’s result */

} mapi_function_info_t;

Enough memory for the data must have been previously allocated.

int mapi_get_next_function_info(int fd, int fid, mapi_function_info_t
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*info);
mapi_get_next_function_info() fills the structure info with information
regarding the consecutive function with an identifier greater than fid,
which has been applied to the network flow denoted by fd. Enough mem-
ory for the data must have been previously allocated.

int mapi_get_scope_size(int fd);
mapi_get_scope_size() is used in DiMAPI and returns the number of the
monitoring hosts that have been declared in mapi_create_flow() for the
network scope denoted by fd.

BUGS
Please send bug reports to info@ist-scampi.org

SEE ALSO
mapi_stdflib(3), mapi_trackflib(3), mapi_anonflib(3), tcpdump(1),
pcap(3)

July, 2006 MAPI(3)
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B MAPI stdflib man page

MAPI_STDLIB(3) MAPI_STDLIB(3)

NAME
MAPI stdflib - Standard MAPI Function Library

SYNOPSIS
BPF_FILTER Filters the packets of a flow
PKT_COUNTER Keeps the number of packets seen by a network flow
BYTE_COUNTER Keeps the number of bytes seen by a network flow
STR_SEARCH Searches for a string inside the packet payload
TO_BUFFER Stores the packets of a flow for further reading
SAMPLE Samples packets from a flow
HASHSAMP Samples packets from a flow according to a hashing function
TO_FILE Dumps the packets of a flow to a file
ETHEREAL Filters packets using Ethereal display filters
HASH Computes an additive hash over the packets of a flow
BUCKET Divides packets into buckets based on their timestamps
THRESHOLD Signals when a threshold is reached
BINOP Adds or subtracts values from two other MAPI functions
DIST Returns the distribution of results from another MAPI function
GAP Returns the time delay between two consecutive packets in a flow
PKT_INFO Returns information about a packet
PROTINFO Returns a specific protocol field
RES2FILE Stores results from other MAPI functions to a file
STARTSTOP Starts and/or stops measurements at a specific time
STAT Returns statistical information about results from other MAPI functions

DESCRIPTION
The Standard MAPI function library (stdlib) provides a set of prede-
fined functions that cover several frequently used monitoring needs.
MAPI functions can be associated with network flows in order to treat
their packets in different ways.

A MAPI function can be applied to an existing network flow using the
mapi_apply_function() call. For functions that communicate results
back to the user, the mapi_read_results() call should be used to
retrieve the results.

For further information regarding mapi_apply_function() and
mapi_read_results() see the mapi(3) page and the example at the end of
this page.

FUNCTIONS
BPF_FILTER (char *expression)

Filters the packets of a network flow. Only packets that match
the filtering expression will be considered that belong to the
network flow and will be further processed. The filtering
expression should be written in the same syntax used by tcp-
dump(8).

Type of results: none.

PKT_COUNTER
Counts the number of packets seen by the network flow so far.

Type of results: unsigned long long.
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BYTE_COUNTER
Counts the number of bytes captured by the network flow so far.

Type of results: unsigned long long.

STR_SEARCH (char *str, int offset, int depth)
Searches the payload of a network packet to see if it contains
the string str. The search starts from byte offset (in relation
to the beginning of the packet), and lasts for depth bytes (in
relation to the beginning of the search region). If depth has
zero value, the full payload will be searched. The string str
may contain mixed non-printable characters or binary data, in
general, using special notation, similar to the one used by
snort(8). Binary data is written using the hexadecimal value of
each byte (bytecode), and should be enclosed within pipe charac-
ters (|). For example, "abcd" is equivalent to "|61 62 63 64|",
"|61626364|", "ab|63 64|", and "|61|b|63|d". The pipe character
should be escaped using a preceding backslash (\). If str is
not found in the payload, the packet will be discarded.

Type of results: none.

TO_BUFFER
Stores the packets of a network flow in a buffer for further
reading using the mapi_get_next_pkt() function. When it applied
to a network flow, every subsequent call to mapi_get_next_pkt()
returns the next packet of the flow that was stored in the
buffer. mapi_read_results() does not return any results for
this function.

Type of results: struct mapipkt* (from mapi_get_next_pkt).

struct mapipkt {
unsigned long long ts;
unsigned short ifindex;
unsigned caplen;
unsigned wlen;
unsigned char pkt;

};

SAMPLE (int value, int mode)
Samples packets from a network flow. In DETERMINISTIC mode, all
but one out of every value packets are discarded and never sent
to the monitoring application. For example, setting the sam-
pling value to 20 means that one out of 20 packets will be pro-
cessed. Setting mode to PROBABILISTIC, allows to define a per-
centage of the packets that will be selected for further pro-
cessing. For example, if value is set to 20, only the 20% of
the packets will be selected, and the rest 80% will be dropped.

Type of results: unsigned long long.

HASHSAMP (int range, int keep)
Hashing based sampling can be used to sample all packets from a
random flow. The hash is only calculated for TCP and UDP pack-
ets, other packets are discarded. Based on the src/dst IP and
src/dst port a hash value between 0 and 1024 is calculated.
range is an integer between 0 and 1024, identifying the 0-range
part of the hashresult that must be sampled. If keep (boolean)
is true, the src/dst IP, src/dst port, protocol, timestamp, TCP
sequence and flags of each sampled packet are stored in a ring-
buffer (struct sample). The application can read this informa-
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tion with the mapi_read_results function. If keep is false, no
results are stored and this function will return NULL pointers.

Type of results: struct sample*.

struct sample {
unsigned int source_ip;
unsigned int dest_ip;
unsigned int sourceport;
unsigned int destport;
unsigned int sequence;
unsigned int tcp_flags;
unsigned int protocol;
unsigned long long timestamp;

};

TO_FILE (int format, char* path, int count)
Saves the packets of a network flow to disk. count is used to
limit the number of dumped packets. A value of 0 is used to
give an infinite limit. path defines the path and filename of
the trace file. The path is relative to the directory where the
client is executed, unless it is preceded by a ’\’. In case of
DiMAPI, the file is saved in the directory where mapicommd runs,
in the remote monitoring machine. The format of the file is
specified by format, which can be one of:

MFF_RAW
the native format used by the underlying hardware

MFF_PCAP
tcpdump(8) - libpcap format

MFF_DAG_ERF
ERF Type 2 Ethernet Variable Length Record format used by
the DAG card family

Type of results: none.

ETHEREAL (char *expression)
Filters packets using Ethereal display filters. Display filters
in Ethereal are very powerful protocol filters. Only packets
that match the filtering expression will be considered that
belong to the network flow and will be further processed. The
filtering expression should be written in the same syntax used
by Ethereal(8). Some examples of the Ethereal Display Filter
syntax are ‘tcp.port != 80 and http.request‘, ‘eth.src[:4] ==
00:00:83:00‘, ‘tftp.source_file == C0A80014.SUN4M‘.

Type of results: none.

HASH (int layer)
Computes the additive hash function over the packets of a net-
work flow. layer value is between 0 and 3 and is used to hash
the packet encapsulated at the specified layer. A value of 0
hashes the entire device packet, a value of 1 strips the link
layer header and hashes only the encapsulated packet, a value of
2 hashes the entire packet encapsulated in IP or ARP or RARP
packet if exists, otherwise returns 0. Finally, a value of 3
hashes the payload of TCP or UDP or ICMP packet if exists, oth-
erwise returns 0.

Type of results: unsigned int.
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BUCKET (unsigned long long timeout, int flow, int function)
Returns results from other MAPI functions in precise periodical
intervals. It divides packets into buckets based on their
timestamps. The timeout argument defines the size of a bucket in
microseconds. Only packets within this time interval will be
added to the same bucket. Once the timeout is reached, the func-
tion with id function is applied on all packets in the bucket.
Afterwards, the bucket is emptied and new packets are added for
the next timeout microseconds.

The results of the applied function are written to a structure
bucket_data, which contains the timestamp of the first packet
and a pointer to the result obtained by the applied function.
The results from all buckets are put in a fifo ring buffer and
can be read one by one by the mapi_read_results() function.

Type of results: struct bucket_data*.

struct bucket_data {
unsigned long long timestamp;
unsigned long long data;

};

THRESHOLD (int type, int flow, int function, unsigned long long thresh-
old, int boundary, int timeout, int divider, int count)

Signals when a certain threshold is reached. This function sup-
ports 3 kinds of thresholds as specified by the type argument:
TYPE_CHAR, TYPE_INT and TYPE_UNSIGNED_LONG_LONG. These thresh-
olds are applied on a function with id function. The threshold
value can be met inside the packet flow every time a packet
passes, outside the packet flow by polling a threshold value or
over a moving window. The boundary argument specifies the type
of threshold boundary that is used:

TR_B_POS measured value is higher than the threshold

Regular expression pattern matchingTR_B_EQ measured value is
equal to the threshold

TR_B_NEG measured value is lower than the threshold

TR_B_D_POS difference with the previous measurement is higher
than the threshold

TR_B_D_EQ difference with the previous measurement is equal to
the threshold

TR_B_D_NEG difference with the previous measurement is lower
than the threshold

A timeout defines the period in which no new events will be sent
to the application after the first event. When using a moving
window threshold, a divider should be specified. The divider
defines the number of poll-intervals within one window. count
represents the number of threshold events that should be gener-
ated before the function stops, 0 for an unlimited number of
events. The application waits until the threshold function
returns (blocking call), before continuing its execution.

Type of results: none.
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BINOP (int type, int flow1, int function1, int flow2, int function2)
Adds or substracts values from two other MAPI functions. If
type is BINOP_ADD, it adds the results of the function1 and
function2. Else, if type is BINOP_SUB, BINOP substracts the
result of function2 from the result of function1.

Type of results: unsigned long long.

DIST (int flow, int function, char* min, char* max, char* interval)
Starts and/or stops measurements at a specific timeReturns the
distribution of results from another MAPI function, with id
function from flow flow.

Type of results: unsigned long long[].

GAP Returns the time delay between two consecutive packets in a
flow.

Type of results: unsigned long long.

PKT_INFO (int info)
Returns information about a packet. If info is PKT_TS, it gives
the packet timestamp. Else, if info is PKT_SIZE, it returns the
packet size.

Type of results: unsigned long long.

PROTINFO (int info)
Returns a specific protocol field. The info argument can be any
field of the IP, TCP or UDP protocols. For instance, if info is
setted to PI_TCPSEQ, the PROTINFO will return the TCP Sequence
number. The PI_TCPACK will give the TCP Acknowledge numbers.

Type of results: unsigned long long.

RES2FILE (char* functions_list, char* format, char* header, char* file-
name, char* interval)

Stores results from other MAPI functions to a file. The list of
the functions to read results and write to file is denoted in
the functions_list in the format "<fid>@<fd>, <fid2>@<fd2>".
The format of the results can be on the following options:
R2F_RAW, R2F_ULLSTR, R2F_ULLSEC or R2F_STATS. header is a
string to store in the begining of the file. The results are
stored in the filename file. If the path is not absolute, the
file is created and saved in the current directory. In case of
DiMAPI, the file is saved in the directory where mapicommd runs,
in the remote monitoring machine. Finally, interval should be
-1 for writing always, 0 for write once when flow closes, or a
time string as "1s", "1.2ms" etc.

Type of results: none.

STARTSTOP (char* start, char* stop)
Starts and/or stops measurements at a specific time. start
indicates the start time (e.g. "10s"), while stop is the rela-
tive time from the first captured packet.

Type of results: none.

STAT (int flow, int function, int skip)
Returns statistical information about results from MAPI function
with fid function. skip is the number of packets to skip before
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reading the first result.

Type of results: struct stats.

struct stats {
unsigned long long count;
long double sum;
long double sum2;
double max;
double min;

};

EXAMPLES
The example below reports periodically the numBer of packets destined
to a web server at port 80 that contain the string ’/bin/perl’.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <mapi.h>

static void die();
int fd;

int main(int argc,char *argv[]) {

int counter;
unsigned long long *total_packets;
mapi_results_t *results;

signal(SIGINT, die);
signal(SIGQUIT, die);
signal(SIGTERM, die);

fd = mapi_create_flow("eth0");

mapi_apply_function(fd, "BPF_FILTER", "tcp port 80");
mapi_apply_function(fd, "STR_SEARCH", "/bin/perl", 0, 0);
counter = mapi_apply_function(fd,"PKT_COUNTER");

mapi_connect(fd);

while(1) {
results = mapi_read_results(fd, counter, MAPI_REF);

total_packets = (unsigned long long*)results->res;
printf("total_packets: %lld\n", *total_packets);
sleep(1);

}

return 0;
}

void die(){
mapi_close_flow(fd);
exit(0);

}

BUGS
Please send bug reports to info@ist-scampi.org
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SEE ALSO
mapi(3), mapi_trackflib(3), mapi_anonflib(3), mapi_extraflib(3), tcp-
dump(1), pcap(3)

July, 2006 MAPI_STDLIB(3)
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C MAPI extraflib man page

MAPI_EXTRAFLIB(3) MAPI_EXTRAFLIB(3)

NAME
MAPI extraflib - Extra MAPI Function Library

SYNOPSIS
COOKING TCP/IP packet defragmentation and stream reassembly
REGEXP Regular expression pattern matching
TOP Returns top X values of a field

DESCRIPTION
The Extra MAPI function library (extraflib) provides a set functions
that cover advanced monitoring needs.

FUNCTIONS
COOKING (int threshold, int timeout, int ret_once, int collect)

Processes the packets of a flow according to the TCP/IP protocol
stack, by performing IP defragmentation and TCP stream reassem-
bly. The received packets are stripped from their TCP/IP head-
ers and assembled into a single cooked packet. The cooked packet
has a pseudo TCP/IP header containing the size of the cooked
packet and the source and destination IP addresses and port num-
bers. A cooked packet is considered to be ready for processing
under one of the following conditions:

- its size exceeds the specified threshold
- a timeout since the arrival of the first fragment is reached
- the session is closed (all fragments have arrived)

The threshold is by default 32KB and the timeout is set to 30
sec. Using -1 for both parameters sets the default values. If
ret_once is zero, only the first chunk from a tcp stream is
returned. Otherwise, all the chunks of the stream are returned.
The collect argument defines the direction of the packets that
will be returned: CLIENT_SIDE gives only client’s data,
SERVER_SIDE the server’s data only, while BOTH_SIDE is used to
get all packets of the flow.

Type of results: none.

REGEXP (char* reg_expr)
Regular expression pattern matching, using the reg_expr regular
expression.

Type of results: unsigned long long.

TOP (int X, int protocol, int field)
Return TOP X values of the filed field of the protocol protocol.

Type of results: unsigned int[].

BUGS
Please send bug reports to info@ist-scampi.org

SEE ALSO
mapi(3), mapi_trackflib(3), mapi_anonflib(3), tcpdump(1), pcap(3)
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December, 2004 MAPI_EXTRAFLIB(3)
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D MAPI trackflib man page

MAPI_TRACKLIB(3) MAPI_TRACKLIB(3)

NAME
MAPI tracklib - Tracker MAPI Function Library

SYNOPSIS
TRACK_FTP Tracks FTP flows.
TRACK_DC Tracks DC++ flows.
TRACK_GNUTELLA Tracks GNUTELLA flows.
TRACK_EDONKEY Tracks eDonkey flows.
TRACK_TORRENT Tracks BitTorrent flows.

DESCRIPTION
The TRACKER MAPI function library (tracklib) provides a set of prede-
fined functions that track Application Traffic. All TRACKER functions
work as a filter to network packets. If a packet is found to belong to
the specific protocol then it will be returned to MAPId to get pro-
cessed from subsequent funtions.

All TRACKER functions search the packets for some protocol defined
strings and create filters in order to track the flows that contain
this traffic.

Type of results: none.

A MAPI TRACKER functions can be applied to an existing network flow
using the mapi_apply_function() call. For further information regard-
ing mapi_apply_function() see the mapi(3) page and the example at the
end of this page.

EXAMPLES
The example below reports periodically the number of packets destined
to a web server at port 80 that contain covert GNUTELLA traffic.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <mapi.h>

static void die();
int fd;

int main(int argc,char *argv[]) {

int counter;
unsigned long long *total_packets;
mapi_results_t *result;

signal(SIGINT, die);
signal(SIGQUIT, die);
signal(SIGTERM, die);

fd = mapi_create_flow("eth0");

mapi_apply_function(fd, "BPF_FILTER", "tcp port 80");
mapi_apply_function(fd, "TRACK_GNUTELLA");
counter = mapi_apply_function(fd,"PKT_COUNTER");
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mapi_connect(fd);

while(1) {
result = mapi_read_results(fd, counter, MAPI_REF);
total_packets = (unsigned long long*)result->res;
printf("total_packets: %lld\n", *total_packets);
sleep(1);

}

return 0;
}

void die(){
mapi_close_flow(fd);
exit(0);

}

BUGS
Please send bug reports to info@ist-scampi.org

SEE ALSO
mapi(3), mapi_stdlib(3), mapi_anonflib(3), tcpdump(1), pcap(3)

January, 2006 MAPI_TRACKLIB(3)
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E MAPI anonflib man page

MAPI_ANONFLIB(3) MAPI_ANONFLIB(3)

NAME
MAPI anonflib - MAPI Anonymization Functions Library

SYNOPSIS
ANONYMIZE Applies the specified anonymization function on the field/protocol

specified, per packet of the flow.

DESCRIPTION
The DiMAPI Anonymization Functions Library (anonflib) provides a set of
functions that can be used for the anonymization of every field of a
packet. The protocols currently supported include IP, TCP, UDP, ICMP,
HTTP and FTP.

The anonymization function can be applied to a network flow using the
mapi_apply_function() call. For further information about the
mapi_apply_function() function call, see the mapi(3) page.

ANONYMIZE (char *anonynization_policy)
The anonymization_policy is given in a string with the following
format: "PROTOCOL, FIELD, ANONYMIZATION_FUNCTION, FUNC-
TION_PARAM_1,...".

ANONYMIZATION FUNCTIONS
A list of all the anonymization functions currently supported.

UNCHANGED
Leaves the specified field unchanged.

MAP Maps a field to an integer. Each field will have different map-
ping except SRC_IP and DST_IP which share common mapping as well
as SRC_PORT and DST_PORT. The rest of the fields share a common
mapping based on their length: fields with length 4 have a com-
mon mapping, fields with length 2 have their own and finally
fields with length 1 share their own mapping. Mapping cannot be
applied to payload and IP/TCP options, only in header fields.
This function takes no arguments.

MAP_DISTRIBUTION
Field is replaced by a value extracted from a distribution like
uniform or Gaussian, with user-supplied parameters. The first
parameter defines the type of distribution and can be UNIFORM or
GAUSSIAN. If type is UNIFORM the next 2 arguments specify the
range inside which the distribution selects uniformly numbers.
If type is GAUSSIAN the next 2 arguments specify the median and
standard deviation. Similarly to MAP function, MAP_DISTRIBUTION
can only be applied to IP, TCP, UDP and ICMP header fields,
except IP and TCP options.

STRIP Removes the field from the packet. Optionally, STRIP may not
remove the whole field but can keep a portion of it. The user
defines the number of bytes to be kept. STRIP cannot be applied
to IP, TCP, UDP and ICMP headers except IP and TCP options and
can be fully applied to all HTTP and FTP fields..IP "RANDOM"
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Replaces the field with a random number. This function takes no
arguments.

FILENAME_RANDOM
A sub-case of RANDOM. If the field is in a filename format, e.g.
‘‘picture.bmp’’ then the extension is left untouched while the
filename is replaced by random characters.

HASHED Field is replaced by a hash value. Supported hash functions are
MD5, SHA, SHA_2, CRC32 and AES and TRIPLE_DES for encryption.
Note that MD5, SHA, SHA_2 and CRC32 may generate values with
less or greater length than the original field. The hash func-
tions when applied to IP, TCP, UDP and ICMP header fields, their
last bytes are used to replace the field. For all the other
fields, the padding behavior is supplied as a parameter. If the
hashed value has less length, the user can pad the rest bytes
with zero by defining PAD_WITH_ZERO or can strip the remaining
bytes by defining STRIP_REST as an argument to the function. If
the hashed values has length greater than the original field,
then the rest of packet contents are shifted accordingly. In
all cases, the packet length in protocol headers is adjusted to
the new length.

PATTERN_FILL
Field is repeatedly filled with a pattern. The pattern can be an
integer or string. This function takes as a parameter the type
of pattern, INTEGER for integer and STR for strings, and the
pattern to be used.

ZERO A sub-case of pattern fill where field is set to zero. This
function takes no arguments.

REPLACE
Field is replaced by a single value (a string). The packet
length is modified accordingly, based on the length of the
replace pattern. The final length cannot exceed the maximum
packet size. This function takes the pattern to be used as an
argument.

PREFIX_PRESERVING
Can only be applied to source and destination IP addresses and
performs a key-hashing, preserving the prefixes of IP addresses.

PREFIX_PRESERVING_MAP
Can only be applied to source and destination IP addresses and
performs a preserving the prefixes of IP addresses using mapping
table.

REGEXP Field is transformed according to the specified regular expres-
sion. As an example, performing anonymize(p, TCP, PAYLOAD, REG-
EXP, ‘‘(.*) password:(.*) (.*)’’,{NULL,‘‘xxxxx’’,NULL}) in a
packet p we can substitute the value of a ‘‘password:’’ field
with the ‘‘xxxxx’’ string. Each ‘‘(.*)’’ in the regular expres-
sion indicates a match and the last argument is a set of
replacements for each match (NULL leaves match unmodified).

CHECKSUM_ADJUST
This function re-calculates the packet checksum, and is applied
after every other anonymization function. This function can be
only applied to CHECKSUM field (IP).

SUBFIELD
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With this function we can apply any of the functions defined
above to a subfield of the given field. Therefore the arguments
of SUBFIELD are the two offsets over the identified protocol
field, which are the bounds of the subfield, followed by any of
the above field anonymization functions with their parameters.
The identified field anonymization function which is passed as
parameter to SUBFIELD will be applied to the subfield that is
bounded by the given offsets.

PROTOCOLS & FIELDS
Here all the supported protocols & fields are referenced.

Common to all protocols
PAYLOAD

Common to IP, TCP, UDP & ICMP
CHECKSUM

IP protocol fields
SRC_IP, DST_IP, TTL, TOS, ID, IP_PROTO, VERSION, IHL, OPTIONS,
FRAGMENT_OFFSET, PACKET_LENGTH

Common to TCP & UDP
SRC_PORT, DST_PORT

TCP protocol fields
SEQUENCE_NUMBER, ACK_NUMBER, FLAGS, WINDOW, TCP_OPTIONS,
URGENT_POINTER, OFFSET_AND_RESERVED

UDP protocol fields
UDP_DATAGRAM_LENGTH

ICMP protocol fields
TYPE, CODE

HTTP protocol fields
HTTP_VERSION, METHOD, URI, USER_AGENT, ACCEPT, ACCEPT_CHARSET,
ACCEPT_ENCODING, ACCEPT_LANGUAGE, ACCEPT_RANGES, AGE, ALLOW,
AUTHORIZATION,CACHE-CONTROL, CONNECTION_TYPE, CONTENT_ENCODING,
CONTENT_TYPE, CONTENT_LENGTH, CONTENT_LOCATION, CONTENT_MD5,
CONTENT_RANGE, COOKIE, DATE, ETAG, EXPECT, EXPIRES, FROM . HOST,
IF_MATCH, IF_MODIFIED_SINCE, IF_NONE_MATCH, IF_RANGE, IF_UNMODI-
FIED_SINCE, LAST_MODIFIED, LOCATION, KEEP_ALIVE, MAX_FORWRDS,
PRAGMA, PROXY_AUTHENTICATE, PROXY_AUTHORIZATION, RANGE, REFER-
RER, RETRY_AFTER, SET_COOKIE, SERVER, TE, TRAILER, TRANS-
FER_ENCODING, UPGRADE, USER_AGENT, VARY, VIA, WARNING,
WWW_AUTHENTICATE, X_POWERED_BY, RESPONSE_CODE, RESP_CODE_DESCR

FTP protocol fields
USER, PASS, ACCT, FTP_TYPE, STRU, MODE, CWD, PWD, CDUP, PASV,
RETR, REST, PORT, LIST, NLST, QUIT, SYST, STAT, HELP, NOOP,
STOR, APPE, STOU, ALLO, MKD, RMD, DELE, RNFR, RNTO, SITE,
FTP_RESPONSE_CODE, FTP_RESPONSE_ARG

BUGS
Please send bug reports to info@ist-scampi.org

SEE ALSO
mapi(3), mapi_stdflib(3), mapi_trackflib(3), tcpdump(1), pcap(3)
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June, 2006 MAPI_ANONFLIB(3)

F print IP pkt() listing

1 void print_IP_pkt(struct mapipkt *rec) {
2

3 int i;
4 unsigned char *p;
5 struct ether_header *eth;
6 struct iphdr *iph;
7

8 p = &(rec->pkt);
9 eth = (struct ether_header *)p;

10

11 /* print MAC addresses */
12 for(i=0; i<ETH_ALEN; i++) {
13 printf("%.2X", eth->ether_shost[i]);
14 if(i != 5) printf(":");
15 }
16 printf(" -> ");
17 for(i=0; i<ETH_ALEN; i++){
18 printf("%.2X", eth->ether_dhost[i]);
19 if(i != 5) printf(":");
20 }
21

22 /* make sure that this is indeed an IP packet */
23 if (ntohs(eth->ether_type) != ETHERTYPE_IP) {
24 printf("print_IP_pkt(): Not an IP packet\n");
25 return;
26 }
27

28 /* lay the IP header struct over the packet data */
29 iph = (struct iphdr *)(p + ETH_HLEN);
30

31 printf("\n%s -> ", inet_ntoa(*(struct in_addr *)&(iph->saddr)));
32 printf("%s\n", inet_ntoa(*(struct in_addr *)&(iph->daddr)));
33 }
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